Supervised mutual-information based feature selection for motor unit action potential classification.
A new supervised mutual information-based feature selection method is presented. Using real motor unit action potential (MUAP) data from 10 EMG signals, the performances of 32 time-sample feature sets, feature subsets selected using first- and second-order mutual information and features obtained using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and principal component analysis (PCA) were evaluated using a minimum Euclidean distance (MED) classifier. The evaluation showed that by using only 20 first-order features or only 15 second-order features mean error rates and error rate variations equivalent to using all 32 samples or LDA or PCA could be obtained. The computational cost of first-order feature selection was considerably less than LDA, PCA and second-order feature selection. The performance of first-order features was further evaluated using a more robust classifier. Unlike the MED classifier, the robust classifier only assigned a candidate MUAP if the assignment was sufficiently certain. For the robust classifier the average error rates using 20 features were similar to using the full feature set, yet higher assignment rates were obtained. Results from both evaluations suggest that the sets of first-order features were an efficient representation of lower dimension, which provided high accuracy classification with reduced computational requirements.